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Books like diary of a wimpy kid for young readers

Reading is one of the most basic activities for children. When they're young, they have such an infinite capacity for imagination that stories really do. While there are many great stories for kids, there are those that you passed on and recommended. And for good reason! Books that stand the test of time or
become instant-classics so because they strike a chord with young readers. These ten books are a great introduction to some of the best children's books out there. Originally written in French as 'Le Petit Prince', 'The Little Prince' is a story about the magic of fantasy. And about how we should never lose
her, but it always seems that. Written by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, the book's narrator is an aviant who crash-lands in the desert and meets a little boy, the Little Prince. The boy is on a worldwide adventure for wisdom and understanding, all the while helping 'adults' along the way. The book is a modern
classic, and one that is the message will follow your children all their lives. After all, as the book so ideally states: Growing up is not a problem, forgetting them! In 'Where the Wild Things Are' by Maurice Sendak, a young boy named Max is unhappy with home and school. One night, his mother sent him to
bed without dinner. Sick of it, he escapes in his sleep into a mystical and beautiful landscape full of forests, oceans and waterfalls. Like a beautiful country, Max also encounters strange, majestic creatures that make him his king. However, Max soon realizes that being king does not fill his heart; it's not
what home does. In 2009, Spike Jonze made a beautiful film based on a book. If you and your kids like the book, it's worth a watch. Ben Gabbe/Getty Images Charlotte's web 'by E.B. White has been one of the best children's books since its release in 1952. 'Charlotte's Web' spins the story of a pig named
Wilbur and a spider named Charlotte. Unfortunately, Wilbur is raised to be one. Charlotte promises to come up with a plan to save him. Her plan is to make Wilbur a famous pig and wead words into her website to make it happen. Themes of death and change are rampant in the book, even if it doesn't
look the way you read it. Children are also incredibly receptive to topics like this when it's part of literature. And 'Charlotte's Web' is a book that continues to be beautiful for adults as well. Roald Dahl, often referred to as the king of children's literature, has a catalogue of the best children's books. From
'Charlie and the Chocolate Factory' to 'The BFG,' picking just one of your books to read for your kids is one of the hardest things you'll do all day. 'Matilda' is the story of a girl who discovers that she has telekinetic abilities. Matilda is a smart little girl who loves to read and learn, but her family doesn't value
these qualities and makes fun of her for not It's only when her teacher, Ms. Honey, befriends and helps her realize her ability to be different that she discovers the extent of her own. Part of 'The Chronicles of Narnia' series, 'The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe' is arguably his most respected piece of
work. It was published just after The Second World War and is set during the war, especially when London's children were forced to uproot the countryside because of the dangers of German airstrikes. In the book, Lucy and her three older siblings are moved to a large country house. It is in this house
Lucy discovers that the wardrobe in the spare room is also a special transition to another country, Narnie. We'd say it's rare that every mom or dad doesn't read one of Narnie's books these days. Besides, if you don't, now is such a good time! There aren't many people in the world who don't know the
characters from A. A. Milne's classic series, 'Winnie the Poo'. However, there is a surprising number of people who have not read the stories. Winnie the Poo is a collection of stories that is -- like many children's books -- an allegory to grow up. Milne founded a little boy, Christopher Robin, on his son, and
Poo and many other characters in the book came from real toys that he had. Many of them can still be seen in the New York Public Library – their new home! Winnie the Poo stories are great reading for both kids and adults, and you can only discover something you forgot while reading. Peter
Macdiarmid/Getty Images Let's be honest, Disney's animated version of Alice in Wonderland is kind of wever, it's also weird in a way that kids totally react to. For those of usweird who grew up, Lewis Carroll's story about Alice can hit some nerves in which life is presented as a meaningless puzzle. On the
other hand, for our children, these 'meaningless puzzles' that Alice encounters are, as the title of the book prophesied, one great great adventure. Toad of Toad Hall is a curmudgeonly old beast that, once you reach a certain age, you're kind of concerned. Although it's a very early-20th-century British
book, children from all over the world have been captivated by Toad, Rat, and Mole since its release. Unlike some of the other books on this list, the 'Wind in the Willows' themes revolve around friendship, camaraderie and adventure. However, Kenneth Grahame also made sure to include the idea that
more often than not, there are consequences for our actions. Peter Macdiarmid/Getty Images The second star on the right and straight on 'til the morning, 'Peter Pan' captivated a generation into a generation. J.M. Barrie's stories never land, a boy who never grew up; villas, mermaids, and lost boys also
never cease to inspire. Reading 'Peter Pan' with your kids is such a nice way their own childhood while let them know that it is ok to grow up. As long as they want, that is. It's likely the 'Very Hungry Caterpillar' had a place on the shelves when you were in kindergarten. And it's likely that it still has a place
on the kindergarten and elementary school shelves to this day. This simple book, written by Eric Carle, is great for younger kids who are just getting into reading. With colorful pictures of caterpillars, your children will learn the beauty of transformation and that change is not as scary as it seems. Librarians
have nominated more than 350 new books for this year's list. These are board books, picture books, and chapter books that our child reviewers like to read over and over again. Advertising Advertising Credit: Little Simon Written and Illustrated by Maria PutriNarrated by a mischievous, this story directs
children to feel all the textures in the book, from a thick paper towel to a smouched sponge. In the end, toddler reviewers happily obliged the cat's request to scratch it. On a recent car ride, my 13-month-old son cast himself with textures and pictures, says Ashley Weller, from Whitehall, Pennsylvania. Age
1 to 3 Credit: Twirl Written and Illustrated by Virginia AracilParents adored the sweet story of animals kissing their children, especially the last two pages that encourage you to give your little the biggest kiss of all. The rugged completed die-cut site-perfect for anticipating what will further-enhance the
book's appeal to toddlers. Age 0 to 2 Advertising Credit: Priddy Books Written and illustrated by Roger PriddyPartially costumes animals with silly names like Pirate Winky O'Stinky ask readers to turn a built-in wheel on the side of each page to help find the missing part of their clothes. Toddler reviewers
thought it was hilarious to try out all the options, such as pairing a superhero shirt with a pink tutu, before landing on a matching piece. Sneaky bonus: Thanks to tagged illustrations, my 3-year-old learned a lot of new words, says Olivia Cockerham, from Bensalem, Pennsylvania. Age 1 to 4 Credit:
duopress Illustrated by Violet LemayDesigned for kids to look at while they are on their tummy, this book folds like an accordion. On the one hand, it adorably depicts children who do everyday activities; the second shows black and white illustrations of known objects. My 8-month-old loved turning the
book around and looking at himself on a page that has a mirror, says Chayanee Ubol, from Jersey City, New Jersey. Ages 3 months to 1 year Credit: Templar Written and illustrated by Sam BoughtonNonfiction board books are now a thing, and they don't come any better than this, with fun flaps, word
bubbles, and droll illustrations of kids climbing on dinos. Most of the eight spreads focus on one species and with other animals or objects. Age 2 to 5 Advertising Advertising Credit: Amazon Book serves as a train, and it itself blew the minds of child reviewers. But then they enjoyed lifting the flap to reveal
illustrations inside each train's car. The text asks children to find items of a certain shape or color, says Betsy Bird, an Evanston, Illinois, librarian who blogs about children's literature. You can't help but crack the T-Rex ina ball gown holding the Oscar! Aged 3 to 5 Credit: Candlewick Written and Illustrated
by JarvisOne Piglet goes on the market, and then the book becomes a clever rhyming story that helps toddlers learn to count to ten. Parents appreciated the bold numbers in the lower left corner of the spreads and grids on the last page, where children can count piglets. This will be my go-to gift for the
first birthday party, says Heather Herriges, a mom of two in Cary, Illinois. Age 1 to 4 Credit: Minedition Written and illustrated by Elsa MroziewiczFlaps on each side of this triangular book pose a question about animal sounds (Who makes Whoop Whoop?) and pick up to reveal vivid illustrations of
matching creatures. I like the fact that flaps don't open the same way on every spread, says Katie Keith, a mom from Newfield, New Jersey. That gave my almost-2-year-old a good challenge. Age 1 to 3 Advertising Credit: Children's Play International Illustrated Jo ByattKids was captivated by a connected
finger puppet as she listened to the story of a toddler whose puppy was riding in the car of a train, car, and more. Slowly move the book and puppet, and watch your child's eyes behind him. Age 0 to 2 Credit: Noses Crow Illustrated by Esther AartsIn this rhyming story, a female pilot goes on a mission to
rescue a broken ship. Librarians pointed out that repeating the word look and die-cut circles for small finger pokes make the book engaging even for children who aren't right obsessed. Age 1 to 3 Credit: Disney-Hyperion Written by Julie Falatko, illustrated by Ruth ChanKids fell for a new concept: When a
family leaves their house to go on a trip, forest animals move to vacay of their own. At first they enjoy the technology (Lights! TV! ), but then something goes wrong. It's perfect for kids who like Mo Willems's Pigeon Book, says Susannah Richards, an associate professor of education at Eastern Connecticut
State University. Age 3 to 8 Advertising Credit: Imprint Written by Karen Kilpatrick and Luis O. Ramos Jr., illustrated by German Blanco Illustrations shine in this story about how pencil and eraser made unlikely BFFs. Our child reviewers cracked up on the facial expressions of the characters and realized
that the drawings looked better when they were somewhat erased. Parents appreciated the message that even if someone initially rubs you in the wrong way, still friends. Age 3 to 6 Credit: Millbrook Press TM Written by Laura Purdie Salas, illustrated by Mercè LópezEach from the book 24 Haikus is a fun
puzzle for kids to solve. The illustrations maintain a thin line between painting a Haiku subject and encouraging young readers to ponder the riddle at the heart of it, says Julie Danielson, of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, who blogs on Blaine.org/SevenImpossibleThings. Age 5 to 9 Credit: Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers Written and illustrated by Oge MoraThis one is as much for parents as it is for kids: a working mom trying to take her one day off a week specifically for her daughter. But when there are a series of accidents (culminating in forgotten tickets to a one-night-only puppet show), mom
declares she's devastated Saturday. Her daughter sees it differently. I loved watching the girl begin to understand what was most important to her, says parents contributing editor Colby Sharp, a teacher and co-founder of the Nerdy Book Club. Age 4 to 8 Advertising Credit: Twirl Written by Anne-Sophie
Baumann and Pierrick Graviou, illustrated by Didier BalicevicKid reviewers summed up their opinion in one word: Whoa! Topics like the water cycle, weather and natural resources inhabit thanks to the pop-up (the volcano is impressive!), flaps, and mini swivel wind turbines. Age 6 to 12 Credit: Zonderkidz
Written by Jane Yolen and Heidi E. Y. Stemple, illustrated by Matt PhelanThis the story featured among a slew of astronomy books honoring the 50th anniversary of the founding of the United States. When I read it, I asked my 3-year-old daughter if she wanted to visit the moon when she grew up. When
she said 'Yes' with her little voice, it sounded like it was the first time she realized it was a possibility, says Cheryl Lock, a mom of two in Arvada, Colorado. Age 3 to 7 Credit: Dial Books Written by Adam Rubin, illustrated by Daniel SalmieriThe hands-down fave of our child's reviewers, this rhyming story
from the team behind Dragons Love Tacos takes readers to five rounds of high-fiving competition. Lines like I want to see something brand new, a high five only you'd do. A fresh technique that is so unique leaves me unable to speak, to encourage readers to take it! My kids are thinking about their high
fives next time! says Taylor Breisch from Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Age 2 to 8 Advertising Credit: Thames & Hudson Written by Mike Benton, illustrated by Rob Hodgson's twist on nonfiction, this book covering 20 species of dinosaurs is narested by Tony, T-Rex. First-person style (I'll have you know I had
the strongest bite of any terrestrial animal. EVER.) information to our child reviewers to make it easier to understand. It was so much fun that I had to negotiate with my son not to read the entire 60-plus pages on says Francyne Zeltser from New York. Age 5 to 12 Credit: Phaidon Press Written by Finn
Buckley with Michael Buckley, illustrated by Catherine MeurisseA's father and his 7-year-old son cowrote this story about a cute lobster who is invited to a party. He thinks he's a guest, but he should be at dinner. Uh-oh. When you get to page 9 of the book, you can choose how you want the story to end;
follow the skipahead option of happier fate. Age 4 to 8 Credit: Kokila Written by Isabel Quintero, illustrated by Zeke PeñaRich, figurative language made children feel like they were sharing a father-and-daughter bike ride through their neighborhood-past Abuelita Church, her old yellow house with lemon
trees, panadería, and more. It vividly captures time and place, says Amy Forrester, children's librarian at the Denver Public Library. And girl's experiences are so culturally specific but universal. Age 5 to 9 Advertising Credit: Balzer + Bray Written by Jasmine WargaKids praised the novel-in-verse format for
being easy to read, comparing it to Newbery Honor winner Brown Girl Daydreaming. (They're a well-read bunch!) But the emotional struggle of Jude, a Syrian immigrant who wants to fit into school, kept them turning pages. Age 8 + Credit: Henry Holt and co written and illustrated by Remy LaiIn hybrid
graphic novel-style Diary of a Wimpy Kid, this book tempers losing a parent and adapting to a new landscape with just the right amount of humor, hope and sibling high jinks, says Liv Hanson, youth content curator at the Chicago Public Library. Age 8 + Credit: Little, Brown Books for young readers Written
by Ali Benjamina mash-up storytelling, text messages, and rewritten interviews, the format captivated children. The story follows a contest to fill the shoes of a legendary classmate. Reviewers also praised the end of the reversal. It was different from other books because the main character is not a hero,
says Matthew, 11. Age 8 + Advertising Credit: First Second Written and Illustrated by Ryan AndrewsAuthentic Dialogue, fantastic illustrations, and cool conspiracies about middle-schoolers who follow paper lanterns down the river during the festival equine won over our reviewers. I loved that lanterns
actually turn into fish and then stars, says Asher, 9. Age 8 + Credit: Clarion Books Written by Gary D. SchmidtOn Carter on the first day of high school, an unflappable English butler appears at the door to help rein in household chaos and issue wise advice. In the words of our reviewer, what follows is a
hilarious read and a great introduction to the sport of cricket. Age 10 + Credit: Bloomsbury Children's Books Written by Gillian McDunnKid Reviewers rooted for Caterpillar (Cat), a rising sixth-grader who took responsibility for her brother since their father died. When she spends the summer in her
grandparents' house, will she be able to recapse her childhood? It was interesting to imagine that she stood up for her brother while she was going through sad times on her own, says 12-year-old Ava. Age 8 + Advertising Credit: Candlewick Written by Eoin Colfer, illustrated by PJ LynchThrest book has

given our child reviewers all the feelings: an abused puppy is adopted by a boy, but he won't bark because he's afraid to get in trouble. He gets his vote just in time to comfort the boy when he learns that the boy's parents are breaking up. It's a happy-mixed-with-sad book, says Noah, 8. Age 7 to 10 Credit:
HMH Books for Young Readers Written and illustrated by Kayla MillerFifth-grader Olive usually gets along with everyone, but she doesn't have a bestie. She's fine with that until the school variety show, when she finds herself without a group to join. Child reviewers like that Olive found a creative solution
to her problem of not knowing exactly where she fits in Age 8 + Credit: Random House Books for Young Readers Written by Courtney Sheinmel and Bianca Turetsky, illustrated by Stevie LewisKids comparing this new series of Magic Tree House books. The twins found the Planet Earth Transporter in
their driveway and set off on adventures in Colorado (first book) and New York (second). Each of them in the series will explore a different state. Age 7 to 10 Advertising Credit: Scholastic Inc. Written by Heather Ayris Burnell, illustrated by Hazel QuintanillaBehold modern early readers. Children liked the
word balloons, the size of a paperback and a fun story line. I loved it when a unicorn shot snowballs out of her corner, says Ella, 6. Ages 4 to 6 Credit: Priscilla Gragg Gragg
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